
THE REPUBLIC_

Justice and Ideal City_II, 379a => 385c

1. Book I: What is Justice?

· justice1 = the advantage of the strong over the weak (338b-339a)

· the consequences of justice2 = harm for the weak and obedient (343c-344c)

· the consequences of injustice2 = benefit for the strong and ruling

·      As we begin Book II, we are interested in showing that justice is good in itself and good

for its consequences. This is the thesis of Republic II to X—i.e., what Plato sets out to

prove

2. Book II: Thrasymachus Revisited

A. Three Types of Good (357b-358a): Glaucon outlines three ways in which things can be good

(Plus: The Story of the Ring– Gyges)

- (i) good in itself (ex. joy, ‘harmless’ pleasure): a good everyone likes simply for its own

sake

- (ii) good in itself and good for its consequences (ex. knowledge, health) => a good

everyone likes both for its own sake and because we get something out of it.

- (iii) not good in itself, but only good for its consequences (training, medicine) => a good

everyone likes only because we get something out of it.

=>  Socrates says that justice is the best one– (ii), but Glaucon bets that most people would

say it is (iii) since it’s something they only do because

(1) They think they have to

(2) They want to have a good reputation

B. Glaucon’s Challenge: Justice is (ii) (358b-362c)

- Glaucon explains that justice came to exist not because it’s something good to do, but

because even though everyone wants to do unjust things, they’re terrified of having
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■ In the area of law and judgment, justice ensures that everyone is given

what was already theirs

Review

● four virtues of the ideal city: wisdom, courage, moderation, and justice

● justice = “the having and doing of one’s own” (433e-434a)

● injustice = “exchange and meddling” between the three classes (434c)

The Soul (Psychē)

- Justice in the individual, as in the city, involves the correct power relation among parts,

with each part occupying its appropriate role.

● There are precisely 3 parts of the soul three classes in city = three parts of soul (435b)

● problem: is the soul unitary or made up of different parts?

● “the same thing will not be willing to do or undergo opposites in the same part of itself,

in relation to the same thing, at the same time. So, if we ever find this is happening in the

soul, we’ll know that we aren’t dealing with one thing but many” (436b)

○ soul example 1: “thirsty people who don’t wish to drink” (439c ff)

■ parts of the soul? _what Socrates really wants to understand, he reveals, is

why people don't always act on their desires—why, for example, it's

entirely possible for someone thirsty not to drink. Because they agreed

before that a certain thing can't do two opposite things, it's clear that it

doesn't make sense to say that "thirst" can hold someone back from

drinking => it must be comsething separate from thirsts that holds the

person back => something calculating and rational

○ soul example 2: Leontius (439e ff)

■ parts of the soul? _____________________________

● three parts of the soul, their proper functions, and virtues (441e ff)

○ Rational/reason part if the soul that lusts after truth/ knowledge-loving– guardians

○ Spirited part/honor-loving part that lusts after honor– auxiliaries
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● two constitutions that timocracy is a mix of are between aristocracy and oligarchy

● The timocracy won't put the wisest guys in charge of the city => put the ones who are

totally into war and conflict in charge (auxiliaries)

● These rulers will also be into money and will try to do anything to acquire and save their

own while happily spending their friends' money on bad things.

● their education was forced on them and because athletics was way more emphasized

than music or philosophy.

● This government will be especially characterized by its love of victory and of honor.

● The ruler: He would be harsh to his slaves but respectful to his equals. He would be a

hunting enthusiast and would love athletics. Even though he would not be obsessed with

money in his youth, he would come to like it when he grew older.

● Because this man would not have been properly trained in both music and argumentation,

he wouldn't be as devoted to virtue as he should be.

● Q: Which class rules in a timocracy? _____________

● Q: What two constitutions is timocracy a mix of? ______________________________

● features: private property, slaves, desire for wealth

○ To satisfy the bad faction, the rulers will distribute all the land and houses in the

city as private property among themselves, and enslave the producers as serfs.

They will focus all their energy on making war and guarding against the enslaved

producers. The rulers will still be respected and the warring-ruling class will not

take part in farming, manual labor, or other money-making ventures. They will eat

communally and devote themselves to physical training and training for war. But

they will be afraid to appoint wise people as rulers, choosing instead to be ruled

by spirited but simple people who will be more inclined toward war than peace.

Although they will desire money, the love of victory and honor will be

predominant.

● Q: Which part of the soul governs the timocrat? ____spirit______

● Q: How does a timocratic youth come from an aristocratic family? See 548d-550c.

○ such a person would be the child of an idealistic (aristocratic) father and a

nagging mother. The father encourages the rational part of his son’s soul but the

son is influenced by a bad mother and servants, who pull him toward the love of
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o   Q: Why is the tyrant who achieves political power “the extreme of wretchedness”?

See 578b-580a

● ANALYSIS:

● Democracy: Is the loss of personal freedom really beyond sacrifice? Or might we actually

be better off giving up freedom to gain order and harmony in return?

○ In either case, we now know what Plato would say to us when he saw our terror

at giving up our sacred liberties: he would tell us that we only cling desperately

to our personal freedoms because our soul is disordered and unhealthy, our

priorities skewed.

○ We shrink from the idea of living in Plato’s Republic because we are driven by the

wrong desires—by the desire for money, physical pleasure, and honor

○ He would add that if we were driven by the correct desires, the desire for truth,

order, harmony, and the good of our society as a whole, we would be more open

to adopting Plato’s system of government.
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